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From the Bishop:   
 

I’d like to intertwine two thoughts below. Bear with me as lay out some rather disparate 
thoughts. 
 

One) I don’t know my family history very well. Looking in the mirror, I assume that at some 
point my ancestors came from northern Europe. I do know that the famous frontiersman Daniel 
Boone is my 13th great-uncle (his sister, Sarah Boone, was my 13th great grandmother). The 
story is that Grandma Sarah ran off with a peddler and the Boone family disowned her. I have 
been tempted to take one of those DNA tests just to narrow down the areas in Europe where 
my ancestors historically lived but I haven’t done it yet. 

 

Two) I am intrigued with the new field that sociologists, therapists, and scientists are exploring: epigenetics. This scientific 
field postulates that just as physical characteristics are passed down, so are times of trauma and loss. A growing body of 
research suggests that trauma (like starvation, war, a pandemic, etc.) can be passed from one generation to the next. 
(This is much more complex than I can write about here and it is not a definitive thing. Some scientists dispute these 
findings or think more research needs to be done. It is, however, intriguing.) 
 

As I reflect on these two thoughts, I am caught with the idea that we all come from something, from somewhere, from 
someone. We all carry the DNA of our ancestors. We see this when we look at one another – the differences in height or 
hair color or the length of one’s second toe all show differences in DNA. But it is more than that. We also carry the 
cultures of our ancestors – the ways that we see the world, the ways we celebrate, the ways we grieve, the ways we 
worship, and so much more. And, perhaps, if we follow recent science, we are all also carrying the trauma that are 
foremothers and forefathers lived through. It is a part of us – perhaps more deeply embedded than we can understand. 
 

Now, I am not a sociologist or a scientist or a therapist or a doctor. What I am is a pastor. And so, I will speak from that 
perspective. First, I am amazed how God formed each of us for resiliency and for community. All of us – a jumble of cells, 
a jumble of our ancestors’ DNA – all of us beloved children of God, uniquely and carefully made. Second, I am struck that 
we are broken. We are carrying scars – individually, historically, and as community. We desperately need healing. We 
desperately need each other. We desperately need Jesus. 
 

In other words, we are both saint and sinner – individually and collectively. So, how do we move forward? How do we, 
individually and as community, heal? 
 

Fundamentally, we need to acknowledge our own brokenness. Healing comes when we acknowledge our own pain and 
our own complicity in the pain of others. Healing comes when we see each other’s pain. Healing comes when we admit 
that we have – knowingly or unknowingly – added to someone else’s pain. Healing comes when together we confess our 
sin, receive forgiveness, and step forward into new life in God’s Spirit together. 
 

While it might seem easier, we cannot expect that this healing will take place immediately. And perhaps this is a good 
thing. For healing and growth go hand in hand. As therapist and author Resmaa Menakem writes, “In today’s America, we 
tend to think of healing as something binary: either we’re broken, or we’re healed from that brokenness. But that’s not 
how healing operates, and it’s almost never how human growth works. More often, healing and growth take place on a 
continuum, with innumerable points between utter brokenness and total health.” My Grandmother’s Hands: Radicalized 
Trauma and the Pathway to Mending Our Hearts and Bodies. 
 

During this Lenten time, may we all enter into a time of reflection, contemplation, confession, and ultimately, healing. 
May we live into God’s Spirit of true peace. 

 

+ Bishop Shelley Bryan Wee 
bishop@lutheransnw.org  
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From the VEEP 
 
I’ve been thinking about words and language again – an occupational hazard for 
an English teacher, I guess. My current ponderings revolve around the words bless 
and blessing. Despite having a pretty good idea about the definitions of those 
words, when reading scripture, I often feel that God is telling me that they don’t 
actually mean what I think they mean. Merriam-Webster defines bless as “to 
confer prosperity or happiness upon,” and blessing as “a thing conducive to 
happiness or welfare,” and yet in Luke 6:22-23 we are told, “Count yourself 

blessed every time someone cuts you down or throws you out, every time someone smears or blackens 
your name to discredit me.” (The Message) That doesn’t sound like something conducive to happiness! 
And I think of Mary, told by the angel Gabriel that she has found favor with God (Luke 1:30) and who 
sings that from now on all generations will call her blessed. How blessed did she appear to her 
contemporaries – a young, unwed mother who gave birth in a stable, had to flee into exile, and whose 
son consorted with the lowest members of society and was put to death on a cross. That doesn’t look too 
prosperous or happy. It seems that blessings by human standards might sometimes look different than 
blessings by God’s.  
 

I was strongly reminded of that recently upon the death of a young friend of mine. He was, in so many 
ways, blessed in the conventional sense of the word. Intellectually gifted, a talented musician, a poet, a 
generous spirit. Blessed, as well, with family and friends who loved and supported him. He had just 
completed medical school and was embarking on his residency when he was diagnosed with an 
aggressive form of brain cancer – in the middle of a pandemic. Immediately after this diagnosis, it became 
clear that he, at least, did not see this as the curse so many of the rest of us did. In an early statement on 
his CaringBridge site, he noted, “The cancer will certainly be life-limiting; however, I ultimately hope to 
complete my training as a resident physician. Even in these few weeks, the lessons I've learned about 
death, disease, and illness are unlike anything I could have ever hoped to learn during my medical 
education. I hope to have the chance to share that in a meaningful way.” He began to keep a blog to 
record his experiences and learnings and his medical team now wants to use what he learned as part of a 
study to find better treatments for those suffering from this form of cancer. Truly, he was wise beyond his 
twenty-seven years and blessed, even with cancer, to be a blessing to others. Although raised in the 
church, Dylan considered himself spiritual rather than religious. I don’t know what he’d think of my 
sharing his story in this way, but I hope it inspires you, as it has me, to try not to limit blessings to those 
things that seem good from a human standpoint, but to be open to the ways in which even painful, hard, 
and sad things can enrich our lives. I end with one of the final entries from his blog:  
 

“By almost every emotional or spiritual measure, cancer has enriched my life at only the cost of a 
relatively unknown future. To be cured would be a miracle, but I would change nothing that has 
happened.” -Dylan, 12/5/2021 
 

Here are a few things I or the Synod Council have been up to: 
 

• Executive Committee met on February 10. We had a presentation regarding the LiVE program, 
approved roster actions, and received reports. I would encourage any congregation looking for 
learning opportunities for their lay leaders to consider joining the LiVE Project. 

• Synod Council members serve as synod representatives at a variety of congregational events 
throughout the synod – call meetings, installations, ordinations among others. I recently attended 
a call meeting via Zoom at Gloria Dei, Lynwood.  

 
Kay Edgerton, Vice President 
NW Washington Synod/ELCA 
veep@lutheransnw.org 
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